SUBMISSION CHECKLIST
FOR
WEBBER TRUST GRADUATE STUDY APPLICANTS

Please read this list of items carefully. Failure to follow these instructions exactly can make your application ineligible for consideration. The Webber Educational Grant Committee is not responsible for informing you that your application packet is incomplete. Your application packet envelope must show a postmark of Monday, MARCH 17, 2008 or earlier for your application to be considered in the first round of funding decisions.

1. Download a copy of the "Application Form" and three copies of the "Recommendation of Applicant to Webber Committee" form. These links appear just below this one on the Webber Trust Homepage.

2. Fill out the top of the “Recommendation of Applicant to Webber Committee Form” and provide a copy of this form to three people you ask to serve as a reference for you. You MUST ask two instructors from whom you took undergraduate classes (preferably those most related to nutritional/dietetic studies) and either a religious or community leader. Be sure that each of your reference writers knows his/her letter must be given to you by March 17th so you can include the recommendation envelopes when you mail your completed packet.

3. Obtain an official copy of your high school transcript(s) and your community college and/or university transcript(s). These transcripts must be in a sealed envelope.

4. Obtain a copy of the program(s) of study you wish to pursue or are considering.

5. Complete the Application Form. Use a pen with black ink, a typewriter with a new ribbon, or a computer laser printer to ensure that legible copies can be made. Answer every question using excellent English grammar. If a question is not applicable, be sure that you have written "NA" or "not applicable" in the blank space. Limit your answers to the space provided. BE AWARE THAT THE COMMITTEE IS HIGHLY INTERESTED IN YOUR ANSWERS TO ALL ESSAY QUESTIONS. Please write them carefully. The Committee recommends that you work closely with your academic advisor.

6. Make nine (9) legible/readable copies of your assembled application comprised of a) your completed Webber Grant Application form and b) program(s) of study you plan to complete. Assemble so there are nine copies that can be distributed to selection committee members.

7. Mail your original completed application, the nine (9) legible copies you have made of it, three sealed envelopes containing completed recommendation letters, and the sealed envelope(s) containing your transcript(s) to Dr. Kathryn L. Hatch, 4843 N. Via Sonrisa, Tucson, AZ 85718-5724 on or before Monday March 17, 2008. NOTE: Do NOT send Certified nor with a Signature Confirmation request. You may send Express Mail with signature waiver or Regular mail with delivery confirmation (if you wish).

Call (502) 577-6109 or send email to klhatch@u.arizona.edu to have questions answered.